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 On the next day he reads that his ailing father had died, he remembers the hell he had to go through before he got married, and he finally has to face the fact that he is an outsider. Cast Rajinikanth as Siddharth "Shithu" Soman Manisha Koirala as Aarti Tanushree Dutta as Asha Baba Bakha Singh as Babuji Amitabh Bachchan as Father Raghuvaran as Mother Rohini Hattangadi as Mother's friend
Prasad Babu as Babuji's friend Rajashriya as Meena Smita Jaykar as Meena's friend Sunil as Siddharth's friend Sindhuja as Siddharth's grandmother Kadambari Kiran as Siddharth's grandmother Rajendra Nath as Siddharth's father Dwarakish as Siddharth's father's friend Manorama as Meena's mother Production Madrasi village was filmed in the small village of Gadarlapalli, a small town in

Nalgonda district in Telangana. The film was mostly shot in Hyderabad. Reception Critical reception Box office The film's Tamil version, Iravu Malargal, also released on 19 September 2010. It grossed in its first week. This was followed by a total of during its first weekend. Soman's directorial debut opened to mixed reviews. A reviewer from The Hindu wrote that the director "plays it safe with an
old-fashioned formula, veering from the nitty-gritty of the subject to romance". Soman's direction "has a heavy, eye-catching approach with a very clear tone" but the film was "obviously amateurish". The review writer went on to praise Manisha Koirala's performance: "Manisha Koirala comes in with a little more style, but she ends up playing the role with no conviction or aura." The reviewer also

wrote that the film's "only redeeming feature is a fine performance by Rajinikanth". The reviewer of The Indian Express also wrote that the film was "underwhelming". "Soman has a very good handle on every frame of the film", but "like everything he does, it is just average." The film received negative reviews from critics. Soman had "never seen a 82157476af
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